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Anumerical assessment of the feasibility of aerocapture at Venus is presented, and themass benefit of aerocapture

is comparedwith propulsive orbit insertion. This paper considers constraints imposed by entry corridor, deceleration

loads, and aerodynamic heating on aerocapture for two vehicle control techniques: lift modulation and drag

modulation. Feasibility charts are presented to graphically visualize the aerocapture design space spanning

interplanetary trajectory and vehicle performance. Results indicate lift modulation aerocapture is feasible at

Venus using existing blunt-body aeroshells. Drag modulation technique is also feasible and an attractive option for

small satellites, butmerits an additional study due to small corridorwidth andheating constraints. The peak heat rate

is within the capability of existing thermal protection system materials for both control techniques. Delivered mass

fraction using aerocapture is compared with propulsive insertion with and without aerobraking. Aerocapture allows

90–250% increase in delivered mass to a 400 km circular orbit compared with propulsive insertion.

Nomenclature

A = aerodynamic reference area, m2

CD = coefficient of drag
CL = coefficient of lift
C3 = characteristic energy, km2∕s2
D = aerodynamic drag force, N
fESS = entry-support-system mass fraction
fP = overall payload mass fraction for mission

architecture
fP;entry = entry-system useful payload mass fraction

fP;Venus entry = entry useful payload mass fraction for Venus
entry

fTPS = thermal protection system mass fraction
fTPS;Venus entry = thermal protection system mass fraction for

Venus entry
G = peak deceleration load, Earth g
g; g0 = standard acceleration due to gravity on the

surface of Earth, m∕s2
gr = radial component of gravitational acceleration,

m∕s2
gθ = longitudinal component of gravitational

acceleration, m∕s2
gϕ = latitudinal component of gravitational acceler-

ation, m∕s2
Isp = propulsion system specific impulse, s

J2, J3, J4 = zonal harmonic terms
K = constant in Sutton–Graves empirical relation
K1, K2, K3 = constants in radiative heating correlation
L = aerodynamic lift force, N
L∕D = lift-to-drag ratio
�L∕D�trim = hypersonic trim lift-to-drag ratio
m = vehicle mass, kg

Q = integrated heat load, J∕cm2

q = dynamic pressure, N∕m2

_q = total stagnation-point heat rate, W∕cm2

_qc = stagnation-point convective heat rate,
W∕cm2

_qr = stagnation-point radiative heat rate, W∕cm2

r = radial distance from the center of the planet, m
rp = mean equatorial radius of the planet, m

rpe = periapsis radius of the capture orbit, m

U = gravitational potential
V = planet-relative velocity, m/s
Ve = planet-relative entry velocity at atmospheric

entry interface, m/s
Ve;i = inertial entry velocity at atmospheric entry

interface, m/s
Vpe = orbital speed of the capture orbit at periapsis,

m/s
V∞ = hyperbolic excess speed, m/s
β = ballistic coefficient, kg∕m2

β1 = ballistic coefficient before drag skirt separation,
kg∕m2

β2 = ballistic coefficient after drag skirt separation,
kg∕m2

β2∕β1 = ballistic coefficient ratio
γ = planet-relative flight-path angle; angle between

the local horizontal plane and the velocity
vector, rad

ΔV = velocity increment or decrement, m/s
ϵ = additional margin over the required corridor

width, deg
θ = longitude, rad
μp = standard gravitational parameter of the planet,

m3∕s2
ρ = atmospheric density, kg∕m3

ρ∞ = freestream atmospheric density, kg∕m3

σ = bank angle, rad
ϕ = latitude, rad
Ω = planet rotation rate, rad/s
ψ = planet-relative heading angle, rad

Subscripts

ac = aerocapture insertion
e = value at atmospheric entry interface
max = maximum value
min = minimum value
prop = propulsive insertion
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I. Introduction

A EROCAPTURE is a maneuver, in which a spacecraft uses
aerodynamic force from a single pass through a planetary

atmosphere to decelerate and achieve orbit insertion (OI). Aerocap-
ture is a promising alternative to propulsive OI at atmosphere-bearing
destinations in the solar system, as it can save propellant mass and
enable some missions beyond the propulsive ΔV capability [1].
Aerocapture can allow a lighter spacecraft and enable OI from inter-
planetary trajectories traditionally not feasible using propulsive inser-
tion. Aerocapture has been proposed for severalmission concepts and
technology demonstration flights, but has never been flown [2–5].
Hall et al. [1] showed aerocapture could enhance missions to Venus,
Mars, Titan, andUranus, and enable somemissions to Jupiter, Saturn,
and Neptune. Existing aeroshell technologies and thermal protection
system (TPS) materials are feasible for aerocapture missions to
Venus, Mars, and Titan. Missions to Uranus and Neptune using
aerocapture may require the development of mid-L∕D aeroshells.
Aerocapture on Jupiter and Saturn is a long-term goal, as their huge
gravity wells result in very high entry speeds and harsh aerothermal
environments beyond the capability of existing TPS materials [6].
Aerocapture has been investigated as a potential planetary capture

mode since the 1960s, and some authors have referred to it as
aerobraking [7,8]. One of the earliest papers describing the aerocap-
ture mission concept can be attributed to Cruz [9] in 1979, which
focused on an aerocapture system for a Mars sample return mission.
Until the late 1990s, most of the aerocapture literature focuses on
robotic and human missions to Mars. Detailed analysis of aerocap-
ture on Venus that began only in the early 2000s primarily attributed
to a multicenter NASA effort as part of the In-Space Technology
Program aerocapture studies [10]. The study assessed the benefits
offered by Venus aerocapture, identified the associated risks, and
proposed technology developments to mitigate such risks. The study
concluded that Venus aerocapture is feasible and required no new
enabling technologies.
Craig and Lyne [11] performed a parametric study of Venus aero-

capture using twovehicle lift-to-drag �L∕D� ratios and a range of entry
velocities. The study evaluated the corridor width (the range of entry
flight-path angles acceptable to perform aerocapture), deceleration
loads, heat rate, and heat loads for an Apollo-type vehicle performing
aerocapture onVenus. Hall et al. [1] conducted a cost–benefit analysis
of aerocapture at all atmosphere-bearing destinations. The study
showed an increase of the delivered mass to Venus by 79% using
aerocapture comparedwith propulsive option for a target circular orbit
of 300 km altitude and 43% for an elliptical orbit of 300 × 8500 km.
Fujita and Yamada [12] considered a Venus mission with an orbiter
and an atmospheric balloon, in which aerocapture was used for the
orbiter. The study showed that drag alternation using foldout deceler-
ons is a viable control technique to perform small satellite (SmallSat)
aerocapture on Venus.
In 2016, the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) performed an

A-Team study [6] funded by theNASAPlanetary ScienceDivision to
determine the status of aerocapture technologies and assess their
readiness for a mission. The study identified that no new technology
developments are needed for aerocapture on Venus; however, invest-
ments in aerothermal analysis and TPS materials could enhance the
mission. The study concluded that an aerocapture technology dem-
onstration mission is not required to reduce risk prior to mission
implementation.
In 2018, the Venus Exploration Analysis Group completed the

Venus Bridge study report [13], which assessed viable Venus science
missionswithin a $200million cost cap using rideshare opportunities.
This could include a multi-element mission, such as landers and
balloons, and a SmallSat providing communication relay in addition
to other scientific investigations from orbit. Drag-modulated aero-
capture is an attractive option for SmallSats to perform OI from
rideshare or flybymissions. ANASA study has investigated the entry
environments and mechanical design for SmallSat using a single-
event drag-modulated aerocapture on Venus [14].
Aerocapture onVenus has been shown to be feasible using existing

technology, and allows a significant increase in delivered mass

compared with propulsive OI [1,10]. There are comprehensive
numerical studies addressing aerocapture feasibility at the ice giants
[15] and Titan [16]. However, a comprehensive feasibility analysis of
Venus aerocapture, applicability of different control methods, and
detailed mass-benefit analysis is lacking in the literature. The paper
considers constraints of the allowable aerocapture entry corridor,
deceleration loads, peak heat rates, and total heat load, and presents
the aerocapture design space using a graphical approach.Aerocapture
feasibility charts are presented for two vehicle control techniques: lift
modulation and drag modulation. Previous studies assessing the
delivered mass benefit of aerocapture on Venus have assumed a
constant aerocapture mass fraction, the ratio of aerocapture system
mass to total entry vehicle mass. The current study estimates the
payload mass fraction by taking into account the structural mass,
control systems, and TPS using data from state-of-the-art entry
systems. The delivered mass fraction using aerocapture is compared
with propulsive insertion with and without aerobraking.

II. Methodology

A. Atmospheric Flight Mechanics

The position of a vehicle flying in the vicinity of a planet in a
planet-centered and planet-fixed coordinate system is specified by its
radial distance from the center of the planet r, longitude θ, and
latitude ϕ. The angle between the velocity vector V and the local
horizontal plane is the flight-path angle γ. The heading angle ψ is the
angle between the projection of the velocity vector V on the local
horizontal plane and the local parallel of latitude [17]. Kinematic
equations that govern the evolution of these variables are [17]

_r � V sin γ (1a)

_θ � V cos γ cosψ

r cosϕ
(1b)

_ϕ � V cos γ sinψ

r
(1c)

The dynamic equations of motion that govern the motion of the
vehicle, including the gravity, aerodynamic, Coriolis, and centrifugal
forces are [17–19]

_V � −
q

β
� gr sin γ � gθ cos γ cosψ � gϕ cos γ sinψ

� Ω2r cosϕ�sin γ cosϕ − cos γ sinϕ sinψ� (2a)

_γ � q�L∕D�
Vβ

cos σ � 1

V
�gr cos γ − gθ sin γ cosψ − gϕ sin γ sinψ�

� V cos γ

r
� Ω2r

V
cosϕ�cos γ cosϕ� sin γ sinϕ sinψ�

� 2Ω cosϕ cosψ (2b)

_ψ � q�L∕D�
Vβ

sin σ

cos γ
� 1

V cos γ
�−gθ sinψ � gϕ cosψ�

−
V

r
cos γ cosψ tanϕ −

Ω2r

V cos γ
sinϕ cosϕ cosψ

� 2Ω�tan γ cosϕ sinψ − sinϕ� (2c)

in which σ is the bank angle, β � m∕�CDA� is the vehicle ballistic
coefficient,m is the vehiclemass,A is the aerodynamic reference area
of the vehicle, q � �1∕2�ρV2 is the dynamic pressure, ρ � ρ�r; θ;ϕ�
is the atmospheric density, Ω is the planet rotation rate about its spin
axis, and V is the planet-relative vehicle speed. L is the lift force and
D is the drag force, defined as

L � 1

2
ρV2ACL; D � 1

2
ρV2ACD (3)
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assuming the atmosphere is rotating with the planet at the planet’s
rotation rate, and the planet-relative and atmosphere-relative speeds
are the same. CL is the vehicle lift coefficient and CD is the drag
coefficient; gr, gθ, and gϕ are the radial, longitudinal, and latitudinal
components of the gravitational acceleration, respectively, defined
as [18,19]

gr �
∂U
∂r

; gθ �
1

r cosϕ

∂U
∂θ

; gϕ � 1

r

∂U
∂ϕ

(4)

in whichU is the gravitational potential and is, in general, a function
of r, θ, andϕ. A simple representation ofU can be expressed in terms
of the zonal harmonic coefficients to fourth-order expansion [20]:

U � μp
r

�
1� J2

�
rp
r

�
2
�
1

2
−
3

2
sin2ϕ

�

� J3

�
rp
r

�
3
�
3

2
sinϕ −

5

2
sin3ϕ

�

� J4

�
rp
r

�
4
�
−
3

8
� 15

4
sin2ϕ −

35

8
sin4ϕ

��
(5)

inwhich μp is the gravitational parameter of the planet; rp is themean

equatorial radius of the planet; and J2, J3, and J4 are the zonal
harmonic terms. Venus has a slow rotation rate Ω and very small J2
value compared with other planets. For aerocapture on Venus, the
duration of the atmospheric flight is typically only a fewminutes, and
the rotation terms and higher-order gravity terms can be neglected in
Eq. (2)without any significant loss of accuracy.However, these terms
are retained for the generality of formulation, andmay be required for
an analysis of aerocapture guidance algorithms or for higher-fidelity
simulations. The values of standard gravitational parameter μp, plan-
etary radius rp, rotation rate Ω (in which the −ve sign indicates

retrograde), and zonal harmonic terms for Venus used in the simu-
lations are listed in Table 1 and compared with Earth [21].
Given the initial conditions for the state variables re, θe,ϕe,Ve, γe,

and ψe, in which the subscript denotes conditions at the atmospheric
entry interface, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be used to determine the vehicle
state during the atmospheric phase of aerocapture maneuver. A non-
dimensional form of the equations developed by Leszczynski [19]
is used to avoid an ill-conditioned system during the numerical
integration.

B. Atmosphere Model

Propagation of Eq. (2) requires the atmospheric density profile of
the planet. The Venus Global Reference Atmospheric Model (Venus-
GRAM) [22,23], an engineering-level atmosphere model developed
byNASA, is widely used for system design and performance analysis
of flight trajectories in the Venus atmosphere. Venus-GRAM outputs
temperature, pressure, wind-speed components, and chemical com-
position as a function of altitude, latitude, longitude, and local solar
time. Venus-GRAM also provides dispersion for thermodynamic
parameters, density, and winds. The atmosphere model implemented
in Venus-GRAM is based on the Venus International Reference
Atmosphere model, which incorporates data from the Pioneer Venus
(PV) Orbiter and Multiprobe and the Venera entry probes [24]. The
current work uses the mean density profile only as a function of
altitude,which is sufficient for preliminary aerocapture feasibility and
performance-benefit analysis.

C. Arrival Conditions and Postcapture Orbit

The hyperbolic excess speed or arrival V∞ and the declination δ
with respect to the equatorial plane of the target planet are two
important parameters that characterize the arrival conditions for an
interplanetary transfer. The arrival V∞ determines the inertial entry
velocity Ve;i at the atmospheric interface radius re:

V2
e;i � V2

∞ � 2μp
re

(6)

Venus rotation is neglected and inertial entry speed is assumed to
be equal to the planet-relative entry speed Ve at the atmospheric
interface. However, the velocity due to the rotating atmosphere
cannot be neglected for entry at fast-rotating planets, such as Saturn
and Neptune, and must be accounted for when computing Ve.
The desired orbit size and inclination depend on the science

requirements and engineering constraints. Most previous orbiter
missions to Venus used a near-polar high inclination orbit to get good
latitudinal and longitudinal coverage as the planet rotates underneath.
This study considers two target orbits: a low circular orbit of 400 km
and an elliptical orbit of 400 × 60;000 km. The low circular orbit is
representative of the one used by a radar mapping mission [25], an
orbiter to study the atmosphere above the cloud layers, or a sample
return mission orbiter that requires low circular Venus orbit to
minimize the mass of the Venus ascent vehicle [26]. The elliptical
orbit is representative of the one used in several previous and pro-
posed Venus orbiter missions [27,28], as well as a communication
relay orbiter for an aerial platform or lander [29]. Tominimize theΔV
requirement for propulsive OI, mission planners select a highly
elliptical initial orbit, and then use aerobraking over several months
to 1 or 2 years to lower the apoapsis and enter the desired science
orbit. Aerocapture, in contrast, achieves the desired science orbit
immediately upon arrival, allowing science operations to begin ear-
lier. Some missions require low circular orbit for science investiga-
tions, and aerocapture is an enabling technology if the time penalty
for aerobraking is prohibitive.
The arrival declination δ constrains the range of possible inclina-

tions for the postcapture orbit with the arrival declination limiting the
minimum inclination orbit. However, a high-inclination polar orbit is
achievable from any arrival trajectory by appropriately selecting the
aim point on the B-plane [30]. High-inclination orbits allow global
coverage of the planet, and therefore, are preferred for Venus orbiter
missions. B-plane targeting can also accommodate other mission
requirements, such as delivering lander, balloon, or other elements
to a specific latitude.

D. Aerocapture Vehicles

The aerocapture vehicle serves two purposes: provide adequate
aerodynamic control authority to compensate for navigation, atmos-
pheric, and vehicle aerodynamic uncertainties; and protect the pay-
load from severe aerodynamic heating during the maneuver. The
control authority allows the onboard guidance algorithm to guide
the spacecraft from the entry interface to the desired atmospheric exit
state for the target capture orbit. This study considers two aerody-
namic control approaches: lift modulation and drag modulation, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Lift modulation uses an aeroshell that provides lift from offsetting

the center of gravity with respect to the symmetry axis. Lift modu-
lation control techniques include bank-angle modulation, angle of
attack, and sideslip angle control [31,32], or a combination of these
techniques. The current study considers only bank-anglemodulation,
in which the lift vector is rotated around the velocity vector by

Table 1 Comparison of planetary parameters of Venus and Earth [21]

Planet μp, m
3∕s2 rp, km Ω, rad∕s J2�×10−6� J3�×10−6� J4�×10−6�

Venus 3.248 × 1014 6051.8 −2.992 × 10−7 4.458 −1.93 −2.38
Earth 3.986 × 1014 6378.1 7.272 × 10−5 1082.6 −2.53 −1.62
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banking the vehicle, and the bank angle is the sole control variable.
The aerodynamic control authority from a lift-modulated vehicle is
determined by the hypersonic trim lift-to-drag ratio �L∕D�trim at a
specified (trim) angle of attack. The term �L∕D� cos σ in Eq. (2) can
be modulated between ��L∕D�trim and −�L∕D�trim by varying the
bank angle σ from 0 to �180 deg. A bank angle of zero indicates
full lift up, whereas 180 deg denotes full lift down. The guidance
algorithm will continuously command the bank angle within this
range during the atmospheric pass so that the vehicle achieves the
desired exit conditions. Bank-angle modulation has been used on
entry vehicles, such as Apollo and the Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL) [33,34]. Aeroshells with �L∕D�trim of up to 0.40 are
low-L∕D vehicles, 0.40–0.80 are mid-L∕D aeroshells (such as the
ellipsled), and �L∕D�trim > 0.8 are high-L∕D vehicles [35]. Low-
L∕D aeroshells have flight heritage on planetary entry missions and
are considered a mature technology, whereas mid- and high-L∕D
aeroshells need further development and testing [6]. Table 2 summa-
rizes the achievable �L∕D�trim for some past and proposed lifting
aeroshells along with their notional technology readiness levels
(TRLs). In addition to rigid aeroshells, lift modulation aerocapture
can be performed using deployable entry systems, such as the lifting
version of the Adaptive, Deployable Entry and Placement Technol-
ogy (ADEPT) [36]. Deployable systems, such as ADEPT, offer two
advantages: 1) small ballistic coefficient, which results in lower peak
heat rate, and 2) open back shell, which relaxes the spacecraft
packaging constraints. Deployable platforms are particularly attrac-
tive for SmallSats because the restrictive mass and volume on Small-
Sats prevent the use of a traditional rigid aeroshell for aerocapture,
especially when launched as a secondary payload [37].
Drag modulation uses a nonlifting (L∕D � 0) entry system with

aerodynamic drag as the sole control variable by changing the vehicle
reference drag area CDA during the atmospheric flight [38]. Two
variants of this technique can be used: continuously variable and
discrete-event drag modulation [39]. In continuously variable drag
modulation, the drag area can be adjusted using deployable arms to
expand or retract the drag skirt as commanded by the guidance

algorithm. In discrete-event drag modulation, the vehicle can only
have certain configurations (i.e., certain allowable ballistic coeffi-
cients), and the drag skirt(s) are jettisoned when the onboard guid-
ance predicts that the vehicle will achieve the desired atmospheric
exit conditions after drag skirt separation. The simplest variant is a
single-event discrete drag modulation, in which the vehicle can only
have two possible values of the ballistic coefficient β: a small-value
β1 with the drag skirt and a high-value β2 after the drag skirt is
jettisoned. The vehicle enters the atmosphere with the drag skirt
allowing a small β during entry. The small ballistic coefficient lowers
the aerodynamic heating rate as the vehicle decelerates at higher
altitudes where the atmosphere is thinner [40]. The guidance algo-
rithm predicts the target exit conditions if the drag skirt is jettisoned,
and commands the drag skirt separation event when the predicted
apoapsis is close to the target apoapsis [41]. The vehicle flies the
remaining part of the trajectory with the high ballistic coefficient β2.
The control authority for the single-event discrete drag modulation is
determined by the ballistic coefficient ratio before and after drag skirt
separation β2∕β1 [39], and is analogous to �L∕D�trim for bank-angle
modulation.

E. Aerodynamic Heating and TPS

Aerocapture vehicles encounter aerothermodynamic heating dur-
ing atmospheric pass at hypersonic speed, resulting in significant
convective and radiative heat rates. TPSmaterials protect the payload
from extreme heating, and the TPS material is chosen based on the
peak stagnation-point aerothermal conditions. The complex physics
involved in hypersonic, chemically reacting, high-temperature flows
makes the accurate prediction of heating rates difficult [42]. Exper-
imental testing often cannot fully recreate the severe conditions
encountered during the flight, and ground test is often limited by
the conditions achievable at the testing facility. Mission concept
studies often use engineering correlations based on empirical rela-
tions or previous computationalwork to estimate the stagnation-point
convective and radiative heating rates. The stagnation-point convec-
tive heating rate is estimated using the Sutton–Graves empirical
relation [43]:

_qc � K

�
ρ∞
RN

�
0.5

V3 (7)

in which _qc is the stagnation-point convective heat flux in watts per

square centimeter,K � 1.896 × 10−8 [44] for Venus entry; ρ∞ is the
freestream atmospheric density in kilograms per cubic meter; RN is
the vehicle nose radius in meters; and V is the freestream velocity in
meters per second. The radiative heating is estimated using the
following empirical relation [11,45]:

_qr �

8>><
>>:
K1ρ

1.2
∞ V10.0R0.49

N if V < 8000 m∕s
K2ρ

1.2
∞ V5.5R0.49

N if 8000 ≤ V ≤ 10;000 m∕s
K3ρ

1.2
∞ V13.4R0.49

N if 10;000 ≤ V ≤ 12;000 m∕s

(8)

in which _qr is the stagnation-point radiative heat flux in watts per

square centimeter, K1 � 3.33 × 10−34, K2 � 1.22 × 10−16, and

K3 � 3.07 × 10−48. The correlation for 10;000 ≤ V ≤ 12;000 m∕s
range is used for V ≥ 12;000 m∕s in this study, and may provide at
best only an order-of-magnitude estimate of the radiative heating rates
in this regime.
TPS materials can be divided into two categories: insulative/

reusable and ablative. Insulative TPS, when exposed to atmospheric
entry conditions, rejects heat by reradiation from the surface and
internal storage. Insulative TPS is commonly used on reusable entry
vehicles and can only withstand heat rates up to ≈100 W∕cm2.
Examples of insulative TPS include the space shuttle tile and tough-
ened unipiece fibrous reusable oxidation-resistant ceramic. Ablative
TPS, when exposed to entry conditions, will pyrolyze and reject heat
by blowing of pyrolysis products into the boundary layer [46].
Ablative TPS is commonly used on planetary entry probes and can

withstand much higher heat rates up to ≈30;000 W∕cm2 [47].

Table 2 L∕D and TRL of some selected entry vehicles

Vehicle design Planet Mission �L∕D�trim TRL References

70 deg sphere cone Mars Viking 0.18 High [34]
70 deg sphere cone Mars MSL 0.24 High [34]
Lifting ADEPT Mars/Venus —— 0.25 Mid [35]
Sphere section Earth Apollo 0.36 High [33]
Ellipsled Neptune —— 0.80 Low [37]

Fig. 1 Two aerodynamic control approaches for an aerocapture
vehicle: lift modulation and drag modulation; dashed line indicates the
atmospheric interface.
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Examples of ablative TPS include carbon phenolic (CP), which was
used on the Galileo and PVentry probes, and phenolic-impregnated
carbon ablator (PICA), which was used on stardust and MSL entry
vehicles [46,48].
Despite the similar entry speeds on Earth and Venus, the thick

CO2-dominated Venusian atmosphere presents more demanding
entry conditions than on Earth. PVentry probes used rigid aeroshells
with a high ballistic coefficient and sustained heat rates of up to

5000 W∕cm2. CP was the only TPS material available that can
withstand such heat rates. However, heritage CP is no longer avail-
able, as the raw material Avtex rayon is not being produced since
1986. To close the technology gap,NASAhas been investing in a new
ablative TPS material: Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment
Technology (HEEET). HEEET is a 3-Dwoven resin-infusedmaterial

that has been tested for heat rates up to 8000 W∕cm2 and allows 40%
mass savings compared with CP [49].
The peak stagnation-point heat rate, stagnation pressure, and

stagnation-point heat load are important parameters for aerothermal
design. The peak heat rate and stagnation pressure determine the type
of TPSmaterial. TheTPSmaterialmust be qualified for heat rates and
stagnation pressure conditions greater than or equal to the vehicle’s
entry requirement. The TPS thickness required at any given point on
the heat shield is determined by the integrated heat load at that
location [48]. A higher heat load implies a higher TPS mass fraction,
and hence, a smaller payload mass fraction. The current study uses
the stagnation-point heat load—the integral of the stagnation-point
heat rate throughout the duration of the atmospheric flight to estimate
the total TPS mass fraction. In certain situations, boundary-layer
transition can cause afterbody heating rates to approach values at
the stagnation point, and must be accounted for in TPS material
selection and thickness. Estimating the TPS mass accurately during
conceptual design is difficult, as the exact thicknesses and the types of
TPS required are only available from a detailed flowfield and aero-
thermal analysis. Data from previous entry missions (involving only
low-L∕D blunt-body aeroshells) have been used to obtain a regres-
sion formula between the stagnation-point heat loadQ and TPSmass
fraction fTPS for rigid low-L∕D aeroshells as follows [50]:

fTPS � 0.091Q0.51575 (9)

inwhichQ has units of joule per square centimeter, and can be used to
approximately estimate the TPS mass fraction for a blunt-body aero-
shell. Table 3 summarizes some key aerothermodynamic parameters,
TPS materials used, and fTPS for several past missions [51–53].
Low ballistic coefficient systems (∼10–50 kg∕m2) have been

proposed as a potential solution to overcome the severe heating
problems associated with conventional rigid high ballistic coefficient

(∼150–400 kg∕m2) entry systems on Venus [40]. Low ballistic
coefficient vehicles may reduce the peak heating rate by a factor of
10. Mechanically deployed entry platforms (e.g., ADEPT) can be
stowed in the launch fairing and deployed just before atmospheric

entry to achieve ballistic coefficients as low as 10 kg∕m2. Woven
carbon cloth has been proposed as the TPS material for such deploy-

able entry systems and has been arcjet tested to 246 W∕cm2 at

9.6 kPa [54]. A drag modulation system that uses a rigid drag skirt
and PICATPS has been studied for aerocapture on Venus [14].

III. Aerocapture Feasibility

A. Theoretical Corridor Width

To successfully perform aerocapture, an entry vehicle must target
the entry flight-path anglewithin the aerocapture corridor boundedby
the minimum and maximum acceptable entry flight-path angles. The
minimum entry flight-path angle γmin or the undershoot boundary is
the steepest at which the vehicle can enter and achieve the desired
atmospheric exit conditions to achieve the target apoapsis. The maxi-
mum entry flight-path angle γmax or the overshoot boundary is the
shallowest allowable for the vehicle to achieve the desired orbit upon
atmospheric exit. The difference between the two limiting entry
flight-path angles is the theoretical corridor width (TCW), which
is a measure of the control authority of the vehicle to compensate
for uncertainties in navigation, atmospheric density, and vehicle
aerodynamics:

TCW � jγmax − γminj (10)

If the vehicle enters steeper than γmin, then the vehicle will bleed
more speed than required. This will result in undershoot of the target
apoapsis, andmay cause thevehicle to burn up in the deep atmosphere
or crash on the surface. If the vehicle enters shallower than γmax, the
vehicle will not have decelerated enough upon atmospheric exit,
resulting in overshoot of the target apoapsis or not getting captured
at all. If the vehicle enters at any flight-path angle within the corridor
bounds, then the aerocapture guidance algorithm will be able to
successfully guide the vehicle to achieve the target orbit. When the
vehicle is successfully captured, a small propulsive ΔV maneuver is
performed at the apoapsis to raise the periapsis outside of the atmos-
phere. Additional propulsive maneuvers may be required to correct
apoapsis errors and perform apo-twist maneuvers before the initial
science orbit is established.
For bank-angle modulation, γmin is the steepest flight-path angle at

which the vehicle can enter while pointing the lift vector fully upward
(σ � 0 deg) through the entire duration of the atmospheric flight.
The shallowest allowable entry flight-path angle is γmax in which lift
vector points fully downward (σ � 180 deg) for the duration of the
flight. TCW for bank-angle modulation primarily depends on the
vehicle lift-to-drag ratioL∕D and arrivalV∞, and to a lesser extent on
the ballistic coefficient β. Figure 2 shows the two limiting flight-path
angles for a lift modulation vehicle on Venus. In this study, entry
flight-path angles are defined at an altitude of 150 km above Venus
surface. The TCWvaries slightly with target apoapsis altitude, but its
effect is small (<10%) for capture orbits with apoapsis ranging from
400 to 1000 km. The results are reported for the target apoapsis
altitude of 400 km, and targeting capture orbits with apoapsis altitude
greater than 1000 km will result in lower TCW than reported in the
current work.
For drag modulation, γmin is the entry flight-path angle associated

with the vehicle being successfully captured while flying with the
highest ballistic coefficient possible (β2). The limiting entry flight-

Table 3 Key aerothermodynamic parameters and TPS materials used in past entry missions

Entry vehicle Planet/moon β; kg∕m2 Peak heat rate,W∕cm2 Heat load, kJ∕cm2 TPS fTPS Year (entry)

Apollo 17 Earth 396 392 33 Avcoat 0.13 1972
PV large probe Venus 188 4,500 12.4 CP 0.10 1978
PV small “north” Venus 190 7,200 11.7 CP 0.13 1978
PV small “day” Venus ” 3,900 14.0 ” ” ”

PV small “night” Venus ” 2,300 12.5 ” ” ”

Galileo Jupiter 256 17,000 200 CP 0.50 1995
Mars Exploration Rover-B Mars 88 44 3.6 SLA561-V 0.04 2004
Huygens Titan 38 50 40 AQ60 0.30 2005
Stardust Earth 60 1,200 36 PICA 0.22 2006
Hayabusa Earth 114 1,500 32 CP 0.43 2007
MSL Mars 146 197 5.47 PICA 0.12 2011
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path angle associated with the vehicle flying with the lowest ballistic
coefficient β1 for the entire atmospheric flight is γmax. The TCW for
drag modulation aerocapture primarily depends on the ballistic coef-
ficient ratio β2∕β1 and arrival V∞, and to a lesser extent on β1 and the
target apoapsis altitude.
The required corridor width (RCW) is ameasure of the uncertainty

in approach navigation, uncertainty in atmospheric density profile,
and uncertainty in vehicle aerodynamic properties [37]. Lockwood
et al. estimated that the uncertainty in entry flight-path angle ranges
from�0.4 to�0.2 deg depending on whether the last update to the
spacecraft inertial system is entry minus 48 or 5 h [10]. Considering
the short light time of only a fewminutes between Earth andVenus, it
is reasonable to assume a navigation update can be made 5 h before
entry, and the contribution of navigation uncertainty to RCW
is 0.4 deg.
The contribution of the atmospheric and vehicle aerodynamic

uncertainties to RCW has not been estimated for Venus in the liter-
ature. The simulations used in this study indicate that using the
minimum and maximum mean density profiles from Venus-GRAM
results in the corridor bounds changing by atmost 0.05 deg for vehicle
L∕D � 0.24 entering at13 km∕s, as shown inFig. 2.High-frequency
density perturbations superposed on the mean variations not consid-
ered in this study will also contribute to the atmospheric uncertainty
RCW component and will be investigated in future studies. An addi-
tional study is required to estimate the aerodynamic uncertainty
component, and is outside the scope of the current work. Nominal
aerodynamic uncertainties associated with a low-L∕D vehicle per-
forming aerocapture on Titan resulted in an RCW contribution of
≈1.0 deg [55], and could be a representative estimate for Venus
aerocapture. The navigation, atmospheric, and aerodynamic uncer-
tainties are root sum squared to compute the required RCW [37]. A
larger TCWallows more safety margin over the computed RCWand
enables the vehicle to compensate for larger uncertainties. Monte
Carlo simulations can be used to estimate these uncertainties, but is
outside the scope of the current work. For the vehicle to accomplish
aerocapture

TCW ≥ RCW� ϵ (11)

in which ϵ is a small additional margin over the computed RCW to
allow for guidance not being able to successfully capture the entire
corridor and other unaccounted uncertainties.
Failure to satisfy this criterion implies that the vehicle risks crash-

ing into the planet, getting captured into a different orbit than desired,
or not getting captured at all. Figure 3 shows the contours of theTCW,
in degrees, for aerocapture on Venus with a lifting vehicle for two

ballistic coefficients β � 50 and 500 kg∕m2 indicated by the solid
and dashed lines respectively.L∕D from 0 to 0.4 is chosen, 0.4 being
an upper limit for heritage, low-L∕D entry vehicles, as indicated in
Table 2. A range of arrival V∞ from 0 to 30 km∕s is considered to
represent a wide range of interplanetary trajectories. The upper limit
of 30 km∕s is chosen based on the Venus gravity assist flyby V∞ for
the Cassini–Huygens spacecraft en route to Saturn. For rigid aero-
shells, β � 50 kg∕m2 is an estimated lower limit of the ballistic

coefficient possible, and β � 500 kg∕m2 is used as an upper bound
to illustrate the effect of ballistic coefficient variation. The two
extremes of β are chosen so as to represent the range of ballistic
coefficients expected for a bank-angle modulation system.
Figure 3 shows that the TCW increases with both increasing L∕D

and arrival V∞. Higher L∕D implies that the vehicle has more
aerodynamic control authority, and can achieve desired atmospheric
exit conditions from a wider range of entry flight-path angles than
a lower-L∕D vehicle, which increases the TCW. A higher arrival
V∞ allows the vehicle to enter at steeper angles to bleed more energy
to get captured than a lower V∞. Therefore, a higher arrival V∞
(or corresponding Ve) offers a higher TCW, as can be seen in
Figs. 2 and 3. The filled circle in Fig. 3 indicates that a vehicle with

L∕D � 0.2 and β � 50 kg∕m2 arriving at V∞ � 7.5 km∕s will
achieve TCW � 1.5 deg. For arrival at V∞ � 7.5 km∕s, to achieve
a TCW of 1.5 deg, a minimum L∕D of 0.20 is required. In other
words, with a vehicle of L∕D � 0.20, an arrival V∞ of 7.5 km∕s or
greater is required to achieve a TCWof 1.5 deg.
Given anRCW, points on the specified TCWcontour lines in Fig. 3

can be used to find pairs of L∕D and V∞, which represent
the minimum L∕D or V∞ required for aerocapture to be feasible.
Equation (11) can be graphically interpreted as a constraint on the
aerocapture design space in terms of L∕D and V∞. For an RCW
of 1.5 deg, the 1.5 deg contour bounds the feasible design space
(i.e.,L∕D andV∞ combination); pairs ofL∕D andV∞ lie on or above
the contour of TCW � 1.5 deg satisfy Eq. (11), and therefore,
are feasible design points. Figure 3 shows that the effect of ballistic
coefficient on TCW is small. For the same value of L∕D and V∞, the
vehicle has a slightly higher TCW with a lower ballistic coefficient.
Figure 4 shows the TCW contours in degrees for a single-event

drag modulation for two initial low ballistic coefficients,
β1 � 5 kg∕m2 and β1 � 50 kg∕m2, and ballistic coefficient ratio
β2∕β1 from 1 to 100. Note that, if β2∕β1 � 1, the vehicle has no
control authority (i.e., TCW � 0). For deployable entry systems,
β2∕β1 � 100 is a representative upper limit that can be achieved, and

β1 � 5–50 kg∕m2 is the range of ballistic coefficients expected for a
drag modulation system.
In Fig. 4, the TCWincreases with increasing β2∕β1 and arrivalV∞.

Higher β2∕β1 implies that the vehicle has more control authority and
can achieve desired atmospheric exit conditions fromawider range of
entry flight-path angles than a vehiclewith a smaller β2∕β1. The filled
circle indicates a vehicle with β1 � 5 kg∕m2, and β2∕β1 � 27

Fig. 3 TCW contours (deg) for lift modulation aerocapture with

β � 50 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β � 500 kg∕m2 (dashed lines).

Fig. 2 Overshoot (solid) and undershoot (dashed) boundaries for a
lift modulation aerocapture vehicle with L∕D � 0.24, β � 200 kg∕m2

on Venus; inset shows the variation of corridor bounds for minimum,
average, and maximum mean density profiles from Venus-GRAM.
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arriving at V∞ � 5 km∕swill achieve a TCW � 0.75 deg. Achiev-
ing a TCW of 0.75 deg at V∞ � 7.5 km∕s requires a minimum
β2∕β1 of 27.
Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, the TCW for drag modulation is smaller

than that for lift modulation. Although a TCWof 1.5 deg is available
with a heritage low-L∕D MSL-like aeroshell (L∕D � 0.24) for
arrival V∞ of 5 km∕s or greater, a drag modulation system with
β2∕β1 � 20 offers only 0.65 deg for the same arrival V∞. For
deployable entry systems, β2∕β1 > 20may be difficult to implement
due to the potential structural and packaging challenges of using a
large drag area. The low TCW implies that drag modulation aero-
capture will require navigation, atmospheric, and aerodynamic
uncertainties to be lower than that required for lift modulation. Future
studies will determine if entry flight-path angle errors from naviga-
tion and other uncertainties could be sufficiently reduced, so that a
drag modulation systemwith practical β2∕β1 offers sufficient TCW to
satisfy Eq. (11). Monte Carlo simulations that incorporate all relevant
uncertainties and guidance algorithms are required to fully analyze
drag modulation aerocapture performance on Venus, and are recom-
mended for future work.
It is noted that the entirewidth of the corridor computed in Fig. 4 is

not generally available for a single-event drag modulation aerocap-
ture. This is due to the fact that entry at the steep part of the corridor
will require the large drag area to be jettisoned immediately after entry
to hit the entry conditions for the target apoapsis altitude. This will
result in the vehicle encountering peak heat ratewith the high ballistic
coefficient and compromises the ability of the vehicle to keep the
heating rates low. To keep the peak heat rate within the material TPS
capability, a part of the steep endof the entry flight-path angle corridor
is unusable. For a vehiclewith β1 � 31.4 kg∕m2, β2∕β1 � 8.74, and
RN � 0.1 m [56] entering at 11 km∕s, if _qmax of 600 W∕cm2 is
considered, the loss of corridor due to the peak heat rate constraint
is shown in Fig. 5. If the allowable peak heat rate is lower than
600 W∕cm2, the usable corridor is further reduced. This implies
the TCWcomputed in Fig. 4 represents an upper bound for the usable
corridor, and the actual usable corridor is smaller. Delivery errors
from approach navigation and other uncertainties should be low
enough to fit within the usable aerocapture corridor. The fraction
of the corridor rendered inaccessible due to the peak heat rate con-
straint depends on the specific vehicle design, nose radius, and entry
conditions. Another important factor to be considered in single-event
dragmodulation aerocapture is the sensitivity of exit conditions to the
drag skirt separation time. Retaining the drag skirt for just a fewmore
seconds than the optimal separation time may result in the vehicle
getting trapped in the atmosphere. Future studies will further inves-
tigate the aforementioned issues for a practical drag modulation
system on Venus.

B. Peak Deceleration

The vehicle decelerates rapidly during the aerocapture maneuver
with the trajectory changing from hyperbolic to elliptic in only a few

minutes. The peak deceleration load G (measured in Earth g) to be
sustained during the maneuver is an important design parameter. The
aeroshell structure, orbiter payload, and onboard instruments are
designed to withstand a maximum deceleration load Gmax, and this
limit must not be exceeded during the aerocapture maneuver:

G ≤ Gmax (12)

For lift modulation aerocapture, the peakg load is the highest at the
steep limit of the corridor, which results in the vehicle flying lift up
during the entire trajectory. The g load for the steepest entry flight-
path angle is theworst case, and therefore, denoted as peak g load and
is used as a conservative estimate. Figure 6 shows the contours of the
peak deceleration load for lift modulation aerocapture for this worst-
case scenario as a function of L∕D and arrival V∞. The peak g load
encountered increaseswith increasingL∕D and arrivalV∞. The circle
indicates that a vehicle with L∕D � 0.27with arrival V∞ � 5 km∕s
will encounter a worst-case deceleration of 20g. Note that this decel-
eration rate is only the quasi-steady-state component of the inertial
loads. Turbulent buffeting not accounted for in the current analysis
can significantly add to and increase the sensed deceleration. Scien-
tific instruments are usually the most sensitive and must be designed
to withstand the g loads during aerocapture. The small difference
between the solid and dashed lines shows that the ballistic coefficient
has a small effect on the peak deceleration. If Gmax � 30g, the 30g
contour line bounds the feasible design space. Combinations of L∕D
andV∞ that lie to the left of the contour line are feasible design points,
whereas those to the right are infeasible. Guidance algorithms can

Fig. 5 Loss of corridor for single-event dragmodulation aerocapture on
Venus due to peak heat rate constraint; target apoapsis altitude �
400 km.

Fig. 6 Contours of peak deceleration (Earth g) for lift modulation

aerocapture with β � 50 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β � 500 kg∕m2

(dashed lines) corresponding to full lift-up undershoot trajectories.

Fig. 4 TCW contours (deg) for drag modulation aerocapture with

β1 � 5 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β1 � 50 kg∕m2 (dashed lines).
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limit the peak g load to a lower value than the worst-case scenario in
the current studywhile still providing sufficient corridor if theL∕D is
sufficiently high [11].
For drag modulation aerocapture, the peak g load is the highest for

the shallowest entry flight-path angle, which results in the vehicle
flying with the smallest ballistic coefficient β1 (largest drag area)
during the entire trajectory. Hence, the peak g load for the flight with
β1 is a conservative estimate of the actual value encountered in flight.
Figure 7 shows the contours of the peak deceleration load for drag
modulation aerocapture as a function of β2∕β1 and arrival V∞.
Figure 7 uses β2∕β1 on the vertical axis for consistency with other
figures, although the worst-case g load (as defined for the purpose of
this study) is independent of the β2∕β1 ratio and depends only on the
arrival V∞ and β1. The peak g load increases with increasing arrival
V∞, and the effect of β1 is small.

C. Peak Heat Rate and Total Heat Load

Figure 8 shows the contours of stagnation-point peak heat rate for
lift modulation aerocapture as a function of L∕D and arrival V∞ for

β � 50 and 500 kg∕m2. The results are reported for a vehiclewith an
effective nose radius RN � 1 m, which is representative of heritage
blunt-body aeroshells. A smaller nose radius will increase the con-
vective heating and decrease the radiative heating, as indicated by
Eqs. (7) and (8). The worst-case peak heat rate occurs at the steepest
entry flight-path angle, where the vehicle flies lift up (σ � 0 deg)
during the entire trajectory. The peak heat rate contours in Fig. 8
correspond to the worst-case scenario. The peak heat rate is a strong

function of the arrival V∞, which in turn affects the entry speed Ve

through Eq. (6) and the heating rates through Eqs. (7) and (8).
TPSmaterials are qualified towithstand amaximum heat rate _qmax

along with maximum stagnation pressure and shear load. This study
only considers themaximum heat rate limitation for the TPSmaterial
expressed as

_q ≤ _qmax (13)

Currently, HEEET is the only available TPS material that can be
used for lift modulation aerocapture on Venus. Other TPS materials,
such as PICA (used onMSL), are inadequate to handle the peak heat
rate of Venus entry, and hence, HEEET is an enabling technology for

aerocapture on Venus. If _qmax of 5000 W∕cm2 is considered, then

only the region to the left of the 5000 W∕cm2 contour line is feasible.
This constrains the maximum arrival V∞, and hence, imposes a
constraint on the usable interplanetary trajectories.
The peak heat rate (shown in Fig. 8) has a strong correlation with

ballistic coefficient, as seen from the large difference in contours
corresponding to β � 50 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β � 500 kg∕m2

(dashed lines). A vehicle with a higher ballistic coefficient does not
slow down as much as one with a lower ballistic coefficient before
reaching the lower altitude, higher density atmosphere, resulting in
the higher β vehicle encountering a higher peak heating rate. The

peak heat rate contours for the higher β � 500 kg∕m2 is to the left of

those for β � 50 kg∕m2, indicating that, for a higher ballistic coef-
ficient, the same peak heat rate occurs at a lowerV∞ than the lower β.
Figure 9 shows the contours of stagnation-point peak heat rate for

drag modulation aerocapture as a function of β2∕β1 and arrival V∞
for β1 � 5 and 50 kg∕m2. The results are reported for a vehiclewith a
deployed base diameter of 2 m and nose radius RN � 0.5 m, assum-
ing a scaled version of the nano-ADEPT concept [57]. A deployable
entry system cannot use ablative TPS, such as HEEET, but instead
uses foldable materials, such as carbon cloth, which can only accom-

modate significantly lower peak heat rates ≈400 W∕cm2. To keep
the heat rates within the material limit, the large drag area (corre-
sponding to β1)must be retained until the vehicle passes through peak
heating. The worst-case peak heat rate in Fig. 9 is reported for the
steepest entry flight-path angle and the vehicle flies with the large
drag area. The large difference between the solid and dashed lines
indicates that ballistic coefficient strongly affects the peak heat rate,
and a smaller ballistic coefficient is desired to keep the heating
rates low.
Figure 10 shows the contours of stagnation-point total heat loadQ

for lift modulation aerocapture as a function of L∕D and arrival V∞
for β � 50 and 500 kg∕m2. Theworst-case total heat load occurs for
the shallowest entry flight-path angle, in which the vehicle flies lift
down (σ � 180 deg) during the entire trajectory. Even though the
shallow limit entry results in a lower peak heat rate than the steep limit

Fig. 7 Contours of peak deceleration (Earth g) for drag modulation

aerocapture with β1 � 5 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β1 � 50 kg∕m2

(dashed lines).

Fig. 8 Contours of peak heat rate (W∕cm2) for lift modulation

aerocapture with β � 50 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β � 500 kg∕m2

(dashed lines) corresponding to full lift up undershoot trajectories.

Fig. 9 Contours of peak heat rate (W∕cm2) for drag modulation

aerocapture with β1 � 5 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β1 � 50 kg∕m2

(dashed lines).
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entry, the shallow trajectory stays in the atmosphere for much longer,
and hence, results in the larger total heat load than the steep limit
trajectory. The heat load contours in Fig. 10 correspond to the worst-
case shallowest entry scenario. The total heat load is a strong function
of the arrival V∞ and a weaker function of the L∕D for the higher
ballistic coefficient. The total heat load can be correlated to the
vehicle TPS mass fraction using Eq. (9). To keep the TPS mass
fraction at a reasonable level, a maximum allowable heat load Qmax

can be specified, and the heat load constraint on aerocapture can be
expressed as

Q ≤ Qmax (14)

Given a Qmax, the contour line in Fig. 10 corresponding to Qmax

defines the feasible design space. This constraint limits themaximum
acceptable V∞ beyond which aerocapture is infeasible due to the
excessive total heat load. As with the peak heat rate, the ballistic
coefficient strongly affects the total heat load shown by the large
difference between the solid and dashed lines. The larger ballistic
coefficient results in more heating, whereas the smaller ballistic
coefficient allows a larger arrival V∞ for the same total heat load.
Figure 11 shows the contours of stagnation-point total heat loadQ

for drag modulation aerocapture as a function of β2∕β1 and arrival

V∞ for β � 5 and 50 kg∕m2. Theworst-case total heat load in Fig. 11

corresponds to the steepest entry flight-path case, and the vehicle
flies with the large drag area. The heat load depends only on β1, as
the vehicle is forced to keep its lowest ballistic coefficient β1 through
the peak aerodynamic heating to keep the peak heat rate within the
material capability.

D. Aerocapture Feasibility Chart

The constraints can be combined into a single chart to visualize the
feasible aerocapture design space spanning interplanetary arrival V∞
andvehicle performancedeterminedby �L∕D�trim orβ2∕β1. Figure12
shows the constraint lines corresponding to RCW � �1.0; 1.5� deg,
Gmax � �30;50�g, _qmax � �7000; 40;000� W∕cm2, and Qmax �
�50;100� kJ∕cm2 for lift modulation aerocapture with β � 50 kg∕
m2. The green shaded region indicates the feasible design space

for RCW � 1.5 deg, Gmax � 30g, _qmax � 7000 W∕cm2, and

Qmax � 50 kJ∕cm2. The bottom right corner of the green region
indicates that the lowest feasible vehicle L∕D is 0.19 for an inter-
planetary trajectory with V∞ � 8.3 km∕s.
If the TCW requirement is lowered to 1.0 deg, then the yellow

regionbecomes feasible in addition to thegreen region, and thevehicle
L∕D requirement can be lowered to 0.12 for V∞ � 9.8 km∕s. The
lowest L∕D occurs at the high end of arrival V∞, as described in
Sec. III.A. For a vehiclewith a smaller arrivalV∞ � 5 km∕s, which is
a nominal value for Earth–Venus chemical trajectories, the required
L∕D is 0.18. Relaxing the peak deceleration constraint to 50g, in
addition to the TCW constraint being relaxed to 1.0 deg, results in the
cyan and magenta regions also becoming feasible. This allows the
L∕D requirement to be lowered further, and also allows a higher
arrival V∞.
Figure 13 shows the corresponding feasible design space for lift

modulation aerocapture with β � 500 kg∕m2. The high ballistic
coefficient results in higher heat rates and heat loads compared with

β � 50 kg∕m2. For a maximum allowable heat load of 50 kJ∕cm2,
there is no feasible design space as the TCW constraint cannot be
satisfied. To obtain a feasible region, the heat load constraint is

required to be relaxed to 100 kJ∕cm2. The minimum required
L∕D, as indicated by the bottom right corner from the green
(TCW � 1.5 deg) and yellow (TCW � 1.0 deg) regions, are 0.22
and 0.16, respectively, for the highest feasible V∞.
Figures 14 and 15 show the constraints from TCW, g load, peak

heat rate, and total heat load in a single plot for lift modulation

aerocapture with β � 50 and 500 kg∕m2. A mission designer can
choose the values of acceptable TCW, g load, peak heat rate, and total
heat load to evaluate the aerocapture feasibility on Venus. Given an
interplanetary trajectory, its arrival V∞ can be used to calculate the
minimum required L∕D. Alternatively, given a vehicle L∕D, the
chart provides the range of feasible arrival V∞. The constraints on
the boundary of the feasible region indicate the limiting or driving
constraints on aerocapture. From Fig. 12, it is apparent that, for the

Fig. 10 Contours of total heat load (kJ∕cm2) for lift modulation

aerocapture with β � 50 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β � 500 kg∕m2

(dashed lines) corresponding to full lift-down overshoot trajectories.

Fig. 11 Contours of total heat load (kJ∕cm2) drag modulation

aerocapture with β1 � 5 kg∕m2 (solid lines) and β1 � 50 kg∕m2

(dashed lines).

Fig. 12 Feasible design space for lift modulation aerocapture with

β � 50 kg∕m2.
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particular constraint values considered, TCWand peak g load are the
limiting factors.
The aerocapture feasibility charts show that the TCW constraint

imposes a lower limit on the acceptable arrival V∞, whereas the g
load and heating constraints impose an upper limit on arrivalV∞. The
charts show the coupling between the interplanetary trajectory and
aerocapture vehicle performance, through the dependence on arrival
V∞. A high arrival V∞ can lower the vehicle L∕D requirement if it
does not violate the heating or g-load constraints.
For drag modulation aerocapture, it is desired to minimize the

β2∕β1 required, as high β2∕β1 ratios present significant engi-
neering challenges associated with very large deployable entry
systems. Figure 16 shows the constraint lines corresponding to
RCW � �0.50; 0.75� deg, Gmax � 25g, _qmax � �200; 400� W∕cm2,
and Qmax � �20; 40� kJ∕cm2 for drag modulation aerocapture with
β1 � 5 kg∕m2. The green shaded region indicates the feasible design
space forRCW � 0.75 deg,Gmax � 25g, _qmax � 200 W∕cm2, and

Qmax � 20 kJ∕cm2. The bottom right corner of the green region
indicates that the lowest feasible β2∕β1 is 25 for a vehicle arriving
at V∞ � 8.4 km∕s.
If theTCWrequirement is lowered to0.5deg, then theyellow region

becomes feasible in addition to the green patch, and the β2∕β1 require-
ment can be lowered to 8.9 for a vehicle arriving at V∞ � 8.9 km∕s.
For a vehiclewith a smaller arrival V∞ � 5 km∕s, the required β2∕β1
is 10.3. Relaxing the peak heat rate constraint to 400 W∕cm2, in
addition to the TCW constraint being relaxed to 0.50 deg, results in
the cyan and magenta regions also becoming feasible.
Figure 17 shows the corresponding feasible design space for drag

modulation aerocapture with β1 � 50 kg∕m2. The high ballistic
coefficient results in higher heat rates and heat loads compared
with β1 � 5 kg∕m2. For a maximum allowable peak heat rate of
200 W∕cm2, there is no feasible design space as the TCW constraint
cannot be satisfied. The heat rate constraint is required to be relaxed
to 400 W∕cm2 to obtain a feasible region, and is the dominant
constraint limiting the highest arrival V∞. The minimum required
β2∕β1, as indicated by the bottom right corner from the green
(TCW � 1.5 deg) and yellow (TCW � 1.0 deg) regions, are 41
and 11, respectively, for the highest feasible V∞. Figures 18 and 19
show the constraints from TCW, g load, peak heat rate, and total heat
load in a single plot for drag modulation aerocapture with β1 � 5

and 50 kg∕m2.

IV. Mass-Benefit Analysis

A. Interplanetary Trajectory

Chemical interplanetary trajectories from Earth to Venus launch-
ing between 2018 and 2026 were generated using the STOUR
software developed at JPL and upgraded at Purdue University for
automated design of gravity assist trajectories [58,59]. STOUR is a
low-fidelity broad search trajectory tool that allows multiple body

Fig. 13 Feasible design space for lift modulation aerocapture with

β � 500 kg∕m2.

Fig. 14 Liftmodulation aerocapture feasibility chart for β � 50 kg∕m2.

Fig. 15 Lift modulation aerocapture feasibility chart for β� 500 kg∕m2.

Fig. 16 Feasible design space for drag modulation aerocapture with

β1 � 5 kg∕m2.
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gravity assist sequences alongwith user-specifiedΔV constraint, and
has been used in mission concept studies [60,61]. Launch dates
spanning a period of 8 years are chosen, as the Earth–Venus orbital
configuration approximately repeats every 8 Earth years and the
trajectories are representative of the wide range of arrival conditions
[62,63]. The search includes results for ballistic transfer fromEarth to
Venus, and with up to one deep-space maneuver (DSM) and one
Venus flyby. Figure 20 summarizes key parameters, such as time of
flight (TOF, days), arrival V∞, and launch C3 for the Earth–Venus
trajectories used in the study.

B. Entry-System Payload Mass Fraction

In addition to TPS materials, the entry vehicle includes aeroshell
structure, guidance systems, ballast masses, and other systems that
are not useful payload. In the analysis, all systems (excluding the TPS
materials) essential for aerocapture maneuver, but not usable pay-
load, are lumped into a single parameter called entry-support-system
massMESS. Therefore, the total aerocapture vehicle entrymass can be
broken down as

Mtotal � MESS �MTPS �MP (15)

in which MTPS is the TPS mass, and MP is the useful payload mass
(i.e., delivered mass to orbit). The usable payload mass fraction for
the entry system fP;entry is computed as

fP;entry � 1 − fESS − fTPS (16)

in which fP;entry � MP∕Mtotal, entry-support-system mass fraction

fESS � MESS∕Mtotal, and TPS mass fraction fTPS � MTPS∕Mtotal.
The values of these mass fractions for aerocapture vehicle on Venus
can only be computed accurately from a detailed vehicle design,
which is outside the scope of the current study. There is a lack of
architectural-level models of aerocapture systems for early mission
concept studies in contrast to propulsive insertion, in which fairly
accurate sizing relations are available [64]. To enable a preliminary
comparison of aerocapture with propulsive insertion, available data
for the existing entry vehicles are used to estimate the payload mass
fraction for Venus entry. Table 4 lists the values of fESS and fTPS for
MSL and ADEPT Venus Intrepid Tessera Lander (ADEPT-VITaL)
[65].MSL is representative of low-L∕D lifting aeroshell, which could
be used for Venus aerocapture with HEEET TPS replacing the
original PICA heat shield. ADEPT-VITaL is a Venus entry mission
concept that could be adapted for drag modulation aerocapture. The
original MSL vehicle TPS is designed to accommodate a heat load of
≈5 kJ∕cm2, whereas ≈35 kJ∕cm2 is expected for aerocapture on
Venus for a vehicle with L∕D � 0.24 entering the atmosphere at
Ve � 12 km∕s. To account for the higher heat load for Venus entry

Fig. 17 Feasible design space for drag modulation aerocapture with

β1 � 50 kg∕m2.

Fig. 18 Dragmodulation aerocapture feasibility chart for β1 � 5 kg∕m2.

Fig. 19 Drag modulation aerocapture feasibility chart for β1 �
50 kg∕m2.

Fig. 20 Arrival V∞, TOF, and launch C3 for Earth–Venus interplan-
etary trajectories launching between 2018 and 2026.
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compared with Mars entry, fTPS;Venus entry is revised to 0.19 based on
Eq. (9). Assuming fESS is equal to the original vehicle, the usable
payload mass fraction for Venus entry fP;Venus entry is

fP;Venus entry � 1 − fESS − fTPS;Venus entry (17)

Density differences in TPSmaterials and structural changes which
may be required to adapt the entry vehicle into an aerocapture vehicle
are not accounted for in fP;Venus entry. Hence, the fP;Venus entry value
must be regarded as a nominal estimate in the absence of a detailed
Venus aerocapture vehicle design, and future studies will investigate
its validity.

C. Mass-Benefit Analysis

The primary advantage of using aerocapture on Venus is the
potential mass saving compared with propulsive OI. An analysis of
the mass benefit of aerocapture using lift modulation and drag
modulation systems has not been investigated comprehensively in
the literature, which can be attributed to the difficulty in estimating
the aerocapture delivered mass fraction without a detailed vehicle
design, and the fact that previous studies often relied on a single
interplanetary trajectory to compare aerocapture and propulsive
options. The current analysis uses mass numbers of the state-of-
the-art entry systems to estimate the aerocapture payload mass frac-
tion, and uses a comprehensive set of interplanetary trajectories and
different capture orbits to enable comparison of aerocapture with the
propulsive option. This paper considers three Venus mission archi-
tectures to evaluate the potential mass benefit of aerocapture com-
pared with propulsive capture with and without aerobraking: a
dedicated mission to Venus; a SmallSat riding along with a mission
flying to or by Venus; and a SmallSat that rides along with a lunar
mission, and then transfers to Venus.

1. Dedicated Mission to Venus

This mission architecture requires a dedicated launch vehicle
placing the spacecraft on an Earth–Venus trajectory. The OI ΔVOI

(for propulsive insertion) is then computed based on the arrival V∞
and the target capture orbit assuming an impulsive burn at the
periapsis:

ΔVOI �
����������������������
V2

∞ � 2μp
rpe

s
− Vpe (18)

in which rpe is the periapsis of the target capture orbit, and Vpe is the

orbital speed at periapsis of the target capture orbit. The useful
payload mass fraction for purely propulsive insertion fP;prop for

dedicated missions defined as the fraction of Earth escape mass that
can be delivered into Venus orbit is

fP;prop � exp

�
−
ΔVDSM

Ispg0

��
1 − 1.12

�
1 − exp

�
−
ΔVOI

Ispg0

���
(19)

in whichΔVDSM is the DSMΔV, Isp is the engine specific impulse in

seconds, g0 � 9.80665 m∕s2 is the standard gravitational accelera-
tion on Earth, and 1.12 represents a 12% tankage factor to account for
the mass of the propulsion system. The aforementioned tankage
factor is applicable for current large, space-storable, bipropellant
propulsion systems. The useful payloadmass fraction for aerocapture
OI fP;ac for dedicated missions is

fP;ac � exp

�
−
ΔVDSM

Ispg0

�
fP;Venus entry − fCruise stage (20)

in which fP;Venus entry is the Venus entry-system useful payload

mass fraction calculated in Sec. IV.B; fCruise stage accounts for an

MSL-like cruise stage mass fraction (≈0.1) jettisoned prior to aero-
capture.

2. SmallSat Rideshare on Venus Mission

The rideshare option involves a SmallSat riding along as a secon-
dary payload with another mission flying to or by Venus, and is
released a few weeks before the carrier spacecraft arrives on Venus.
The SmallSat is assumed to be allotted a maximum allowable ride-
along mass of 180 kg and enough volume to carry an ADEPT-like
deployable entry system on the carrier spacecraft. Because of
the mass and volume constraints for secondary payloads, it is not
feasible for lifting a rigid aeroshell like MSL to be used in the
rideshare architecture. SmallSats typically do not have bi-prop
engines used by large orbiters, but have mono-prop engines with
a lower Isp � 230 s. The useful payload mass fraction fP;prop for
rideshare missions is defined as the fraction of allowable ride-along
mass that can be delivered into Venus orbit using propulsive inser-
tion. Equation (19) is used to compute fP;prop with ΔVDSM � 0,

assuming any ΔVDSM is performed by the carrier spacecraft. The
fraction of allowable ridealongmass that can be delivered into Venus
orbit using aerocapture denoted by fP;ac, is equal to fP;Venus entry
described in Sec. IV.B.
For a carrier spacecraft flying to Venus (i.e. The carrier spacecraft

performs orbit insertion or probe entry at Venus.), V∞ from the
interplanetary trajectory data set is used. For a spacecraft that is using
Venus for a gravity assist and is flying by Venus on its way elsewhere
in the inner solar system or the asteroid belt, a nominal
V∞ � 10 km∕s is used. Missions flying by Venus and on to Jupiter
and the outer solar system typically haveV∞ ≫ 10 km∕s. Such high
flyby V∞ trajectories cannot be used to get a secondary payload into
orbit using a propulsive technique because of the quasi- exponential
increase of the propellant mass required for ΔVOI and the heat rate
limitation on TPS for aerocapture.

3. SmallSat Rideshare on a Lunar Mission

This option involves a SmallSat riding along as a secondary pay-
load with a lunar mission, and subsequently uses Earth/moon flybys
and chemical or electric propulsion to transfer to Venus. The useful
payload mass fraction fP;prop for lunar rideshare missions is defined
as the fraction of mass delivered to the lunar vicinity that can be
inserted into Venus orbit. The propulsive payload mass fraction
fP;prop for this architecture is computed using Eq. (19) with ΔVDSM

replaced byΔVescape, in whichΔVescape is the propulsiveΔV required

to escape Earth’s sphere of influence from the lunar vicinity. Mission
design options presented in a recent Venus SmallSat study indicate
that using ΔVescape of ≈270 m∕s along with Earth and moon flybys

can place the spacecraft on a transfer trajectory to Venus [66]. The
trajectory had an arrival V∞ ≈ 3.8 km∕s and is used to compute
ΔVOI. The useful payload mass that can be inserted into orbit using
aerocapturefP;ac is computed usingEq. (20)withΔVDSM replaced by

ΔVescape, and fCruise stage � 0. A deployable SmallSat entry system

with an open back shell is assumed to not require a separate
cruise stage.

D. Mass Benefit of Aerocapture

Figure 21 shows the payload mass fraction for propulsive OI
fP;prop for ballistic chemical trajectories to Venus launching between

2018 and 2027, capturing into a 400 × 60;000 km orbit. A standard
bi-prop engine with Isp of 323 s is assumed. The results are from a

broad trajectory search (same as in Fig. 20) and indicate the most
favorable launch opportunities that occur from 2023 to 2025.
During the most favorable launch opportunities from 2023–2025

Table 4 Mass fractions for past entry missions/concepts and
estimated payload mass fraction on Venus

Entry
vehicle Planet fESS fTPS fTPS;Venusentry fP;Venusentry Details

MSL Mars 0.23 0.12 0.19 0.58 Appendix A
ADEPT-
VITaL

Venus 0.40 0.10 0.10 0.50 Appendix B
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fP;prop ≥ 0.70 can be achieved. The corresponding nominal fP;prop
to a 400 × 400 km orbit is 0.25.
Figure 22 compares the payload mass fraction that can be

delivered to a 400 km circular Venus orbit with different OI
techniques for the mission architectures described in Sec. IV.C.
For aerobraking, the spacecraft first propulsively captures into an
elliptical 400 × 60;000 km orbit, and over the course of several
months gradually lowers the orbit to 400 × 400 km using multiple
upper atmospheric passes. The gradual apoapsis reduction using
aerobraking is assumed to consume a negligible propellant, and
hence, the entire deliveredmass to the initial capture orbit is available
in the low circular orbit.
Figure 22 shows that propulsive capture followed by aerobraking

delivers the highest mass fraction to orbit for all mission architectures
considered except for the ridesharewith amission flying byVenus for
a gravity assist. The elliptical initial capture orbit minimizes the OI
ΔVOI and results in Eq. (19) delivering a higher mass fraction
compared with aerocapture, which is limited by the entry-system
useful mass fraction. Entry-system payload mass fraction is in the
range of 0.5–0.6 for state-of-the-art entry systems considered in this
study, and this limits the maximum aerocapture payload mass frac-
tion. While the entry-system payload mass fraction is relatively
insensitive to ΔV for the range of arrival V∞ < 6 km∕s, propulsive
insertion mass with the lower ΔV offers a significant improvement.
Although propulsive insertion to the highly elliptical orbit is able to

fully exploit this benefit, aerocapture is hamperedby the entry support
systems and the significant TPS mass required for the demanding
Venus entry. The current study found that the entry-system payload
mass fraction needs to be improved to at least 0.7 for aerocapture to
offer mass benefit compared with propulsive insertion into an ellip-
tical orbit around Venus. For the case of a SmallSat riding along as a
secondary payload on a mission flying by Venus for a gravity assist,
the high V∞ ≈ 10 km∕s results in prohibitively high ΔV for a pro-
pulsive technique to deliver a reasonable payload mass even to a
highly elliptical orbit. Aerocapture, however, can accommodate the
higher heat rate (up to the TPS limit) and heat loads arising from this
higher speed entry using a higher TPSmass fraction, and still achieve
a reasonable payload mass fraction.
Figure 22 shows that purely propulsive insertion results in the

lowest payloadmass fraction for all mission architectures, as the high
ΔVOI requires a prohibitively high propellant mass to achieve the
400 km circular orbit. Although low circular orbits are preferred for
radar mapping [67], data relay satellite for balloon missions [68],
and sample return missions, such orbits cannot be achieved using
propulsive insertion alone. Propulsive capture to a highly elliptical
orbit followed by aerobraking to the low circular orbit is the most
mass-efficient option if the time of several months is acceptable. If
low circular Venus orbit is critical for the mission science and time
penalty is not acceptable as in the case of a SmallSat whose life may
be only a few months, aerocapture allows the low circular orbit to be
achieved immediately upon arrival.
Aerocapture offers an increase in delivered mass to a low circular

Venus orbit comparedwith purely propulsive insertion. For dedicated
missions to Venus, aerocapture using an MSL-derived aeroshell
delivers 90% more mass into a 400 km orbit compared with propul-
sive insertion using a bi-prop engine. For a SmallSat rideshare with
a mission flying to Venus, aerocapture using an ADEPT-derived
entry system delivers 250% more mass to a 400 km circular orbit
than propulsive insertion using a mono-prop engine. For a SmallSat
as a secondary payload on a mission flying by Venus at high V∞ for
a gravity assist, aerocapture is an enabling option to performOI. For a
SmallSat rideshare with a lunar mission, aerocapture delivers 140%
more mass compared with propulsive insertion.

V. Conclusions

The current study indicates that aerocapture is a feasible OI tech-
nique onVenus and allows an increaseddeliveredmass to a lowVenus
orbit compared with propulsive insertion. Both lift modulation and
drag modulation have been studied with respect to their TCW, peak
deceleration, peak heat rate, and total heat load. Lift modulation
aerocapture on Venus is feasible with existing MSL-like low-L∕D
aeroshells and HEEET TPS. Drag modulation aerocapture is an
attractive option for SmallSats as secondary payloads given its small

Fig. 21 Propulsive insertion payload mass fraction fP;prop to

400 × 60;000 km Venus orbit. During the most favorable launch oppor-
tunities from 2023–2025, fP;prop ≥ 0.70 can be achieved.

Fig. 22 Comparison of payloadmass fraction delivered to a 400 km circular Venus orbit with different OI techniques for various mission architectures.
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mass and volume footprint on a carrier spacecraft. A future study to
further investigate the constraints arising from a small corridor width
and heating rate is recommended for drag modulation on Venus. The
constraints have been combined into a single plot to visualize the
Venus aerocapture feasible design space for both lift- and drag
modulation techniques. The aerocapture feasibility charts allow a
mission designer to rapidly assess aerocapture feasibility for selected
constraint values, and determine the vehicle L∕D or β2∕β1 required
along with the range of acceptable arrival V∞. A detailed analysis of
Earth–Venus trajectories and a usefulmass fraction delivered by entry
systems is used to assess the mass benefit of aerocapture on Venus.
Aerocapture offers significant mass benefit to future radar mapping
missions, sample returnmissions, and other missions for which a low
circular Venus orbit is highly desirable. Propulsive capture to a highly
elliptical orbit followed by aerobraking to a low circular orbit is
the most attractive option for OI on Venus, if the time penalty of
several months to a few years for aerobraking is acceptable. If a low
Venus orbit is desired immediately upon arrival, aerocapture allows
for 90–250% increase in delivered mass to a 400 km circular orbit
compared with propulsive insertion depending on the mission
architecture.

Appendix A: Mars Science Laboratory Mass
Breakdown§

Appendix B: Adaptive Deployable Entry and Placement
Technology Mass Breakdown
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entry system

System Mass, kg Type

Back shell 450 ESS
Front shell� heat shield 385 TPS

Rover 899 P
Ballast (2 × 75 kg) 150 ESS

Ballast (6 × 25 kg) 150 ESS

Skycrane (dry) 829 P
Skycrane propellant 387 P
Parachute 50 P
Total 3300

ESS � entry support system; TPS � thermal protection system; P = Payload.

§http://planet4589.org/space/jsr/back/news.664.txt [retrieved 17 December
2019].
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